Abstract-In this letter, we study the chaotic behaviors in the fractional order logistic delay system. We find that chaos exists in the fractional order logistic delay system with order less than 1. The lowest order we find to have chaos in this system is 0.1.
INTRODUCTION
Chaotic systems have held researchers' interest in the past few decades. Such nonlinear systems can occur in various natural and man-made systems, and are known to have great sensitivity to initial conditions. Thus, two traj ectories starting from their arbitrary and almost the same initial states in such systems could evolve in dramatically different fashions, and soon become uncorrelated and unpredictable. In recent years, a new direction of chaos research has emerged, in which fractional order calculus is applied to dynamic systems.
Fractional calculus is a 300-year-old topic. The theory of fractional order derivative was developed mainly in the 19th century. The fractional calculus has allowed the operations of integration and differentiation to any fractional order. Many physical systems are known to display fractional order dynamics. For example, viscoelastic systems, colored noise, electrode-electrolyte polarization, and electromagnetic waves [6] . However, applying fractional order calculus (FOC) to dynamic systems is just a recent focus of interest [1 ] - [3] , such as in model-reference adaptive control, PID controller, Chua's system, Brownian motion, Wien-bridge oscillator, and "jerk" model, etc. In [2] , it is shown that the fractional order Chua's system of order as low as 2.7 can produce a chaotic attractor. In [3] , chaotic behaviors of the fractional order "jerk" model is studied, in which chaotic attractor is generated with the system orders as low as 2.1. And chaos control [4, 9] and synchronization [5] of fractional order chaotic systems are investigated. In [10] , chaotic dynamics of the fractional order
Ikeda delay system and its master-slave synchronization is studied. In this paper, we study the chaotic behaviors in a fractional order logistic delay system. We find that chaos exists in the fractional order logistic delay system with an order being less than 1. In addition, we numerically simulate the continuances of the chaotic behaviors in the logistic delay system with orders from 0.1 to 0.9. Then we further investigate two methods in controlling the fractional order chaotic logistic delay system based on feedback. Finally, we investigate a lag synchronization scheme in this system.
Numerical simulations show the effectiveness and feasibility of our approach.
II. FRACTIONAL DERIVATIVE AND ITS ApPROXIMATION
Two commonly used definitions for the general fractional differintegral are the Grunwald-Letnikov (GL) definition and the Riemann-Liouviller (RL) definition [6] . The RL definition is given here
where q can have non-integer values, r(-) is the gamma function. Notice in many physical systems, system components are forced into some configuration, or initialized.
Fractional order components, however, require a more complicated initialization, as they have an inherent time-1/ s q with q = 0.1 -0.9 in steps 0.1 are given with errors III. The logistic delay system [11] is described by
The standard definitions of fractional diffintegral do not allow direct implementation of the operator in time-domain simulations of complicated systems with fractional elements.
Thus, in order to effectively analyze such systems, it is necessary to develop approximations to the fractional operators using the standard integer order operators. In the following simulations, we use the approximation method proposed in [8] . In Table 1 of [2] , approximations for of approximately 2dB. We will mainly use these approximations in the following simulations.
where n is an integer larger than q.
Upon considering the initial conditions to be zero, this formula reduces to the more expected and comforting form varying memory effect [7] . We will assume that the fractional order integral is beginning at time t = o. Likewise the fractional derivative is defined as
The dynamics of the system (4) depend on the parameters Q, r, T. When a =26, r =0.5, r =-53 or r = 104, there exists a chaotic attractor in system (4), as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 , respectively. Now, we consider the fractional order logistic delay system:
dt q where 0 < q~1 . In the following simulations, we only vary derivative order q and system parameter r, and fix the other system parameters.
r =104. Simulations are performed for q = 0.9 as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , respectively. The simulation results demonstrate that chaos indeed exists in the fractional order logistic delay system (5) with order less than 1. Similar chaos results have also been found in the case of q = 0.1-0.8, but they are omitted here.
IV. CHAOS CONTROL OF THE FRACTIONAL ORDER LOGISTIC DELAY SYSTEM
Chaos control [12] have attracted more and more attention from various disciplines in science and engineering since the In (7), x(t) stands for fixed point. Clearly, system (4) 
u(t) =K(x(t -T) -x(t))
0.5 (6) dt q Figure 4 . Chaotic attractor of the fractional order logistic delay system with r =104 and q =0.9.
pioneering work of [13] . In this paper, we briefly discuss the issue of controlling the fractional order logistic delay system.
The logistic delay system with a simple feedback controller can be written as [14] where has two unstable fixed points: system with controller (7) and (8) Chaos synchronization and its potential application to secure communications have attracted much attention from various disciplines in science and engineering since the pioneering work of [15] . Here we briefly discuss the chaotic lag synchronization issue for the fractional order chaotic logistic delay system [16] . Lag synchronization appears as a coincidence of shift-in-time states of two systems, y(t)~x(t -a), t~00 with positive a. The drive fractional order logistic delay system has the following form:
The response fractional order logistic delay system has the following form: with K =100, fixed point X o of the controlled integer order logistic delay system is locally stable. When a =104 , stability analysis easily shows that with K = 100, fixed point Xl of the controlled integer order logistic delay system is locally stable. Simulation results show that these two controllers can also stabilize the fractional order logistic delay system to these fixed points. The time waveform of the state variable X of the controlled fractional order logistic delay 649 where
then drive system (11) can be written as
then y(t) = x(t -0-) is asymptotically stable lag synchronization manifold.
From equation (13), we havẽ
Combine (16) 
In this paper, we study the chaotic dynamics of a fractional order logistic delay system. We find that chaos exists in this system with an order being less than 1. In addition, we numerically simulate the continuances of the chaotic behaviors in logistic delay system with orders from 0.1 to 0.9. The lowest order we found to have chaos in this fractional order logistic delay system is 0.1. Two simple yet effective feedback control methods and a lag synchronization scheme have also been proposed to control and synchronize the fractional order chaotic logistic delay system. Simulation results demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed control and synchronization methods. The further study of the other control and synchronization schemes of this fractional order chaotic logistic delay system should be an interesting topic in the near future.
